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Abstract
The primary method of improving steering dynamic response performance is expected to involve position control. However 
the driver uses not only the position of the steering wheel but also torque for control. It has been pointed out that particularly 
in regions that are close to straight-line driving, torque is the primary means of steering control. Therefore in order to achieve 
better high-quality dynamic response, it will be necessary to set higher natural frequencies and damping ratios for force 
control. A universal method for achieving this can be achieved by examining the symbolic expressions for these factors. 
Force control natural frequencies and damping ratios have been formularized for stable vehicles at all driving speeds. 
However these formulas cannot be used for vehicles which have unstable regions, and in fact there are vehicles which have 
such unstable regions. This paper examines a method of setting higher natural frequencies and damping ratios in order to 
improve the quality of dynamic response characteristics for vehicles that have unstable regions. I first envision a vehicle with 
neutral steering and steering system damping of 0, and confirm that the characteristic formula is a fourth-order equation for 
the Laplacian operator s. Next I show that when s is converted to a certain variable, the characteristic formula is written as a 
biquadratic equation for that variable. By solving this biquadratic equation, the damped natural frequencies and damping 
ratios are formularized. By considering these formulas, I show that increasing the cornering coefficient is a method that can 
simultaneously increase the damped natural frequency and damping ratio. I also show that this method can be applied to 
under-steer vehicles and vehicles which have steering system damping, and finally demonstrate the utility of this method with 
a time history response in transitional steering.
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Fig. 1 Vehicle model               Fig. 2 Model of steering system
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Fig.3  Example of simple model root loci (C=Cf=Cr=150[m/s2],l=2.6[m],V=27.8[m/s]): When ωS is increased from 0, the 2 
roots become equal roots at ωS=15.2 [rad/s], and here the locus direction of travel changes discontinuously. The simple model is a 
vehicle which does not contain steering system damping, and has neutral steering and satisfies Iz=mlflr. Cf is the cornering coefficient 
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Fig.4 Unstable region with non-dimensional expression: B is the force control stability index. When B<2, then the vehicle has an 
unstable region. l is the wheel base and V is the vehicle speed.
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Fig.5 Root loci plots of s’1 through s’4: s’ is a complex number that is defined by Formula (19) (C= 150[m/s2], l=2.6[m],
V=27.8[m/s]). When B<2, s’1 and s’3, and s’2 and s’4, each compose a conjugate complex root. In contrast, when B≥2, s’1 and s’3, and 
s’2 and s’4, each compose a conjugate complex root.
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Fig.6 ωd dependence on vehicle speed (B=1.8[-], l=2.6[m], C=150[m/s2]): In vehicle speed ranges where response is important, there 
is little dependence of the damped natural frequency ωd on V.
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Fig.7 Comparison of ζaωna exact solution and approximate solution (B=1.8[-], l=2.6[m], C=150[m/s2]): ζaωna is the product of the 
dominant root damping ratio and the natural frequency. In the regions where response applies (V>15 [m/s]), it is believed that the 
approximate solution shown in Formula (58) can be used.
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Fig.8 Influence of (lr/l)lm/(2Ih) on ζaωna ( C= 150[m/s2], l=2.6[m], V=27.8[m/s]).
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